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Recent advances in reproduction and regulation of fertility: proceedings of the Symposium on Recent Advances in Reproduction and Regulation of Fertility held in New Delhi, India, October 24-28, 1978. We. Fertility regulation, and an increase in abortion incidence may result in fertility.. overall trend is towards liberalization, as reflected in the recent change in abortion. Recent advances in reproduction and regulation of fertility: proceedings of the Symposium on Recent Advances in Reproduction and Regulation of Fertility held in New Delhi, India, October 24-28, 1978. Recent advances in reproduction and regulation of fertility: proceedings of the Symposium on Recent Advances in Reproduction and Regulation of Fertility held in New Delhi, India, October 24-28, 1978. Recent advances in reproduction and regulation of fertility: proceedings of the Symposium on Recent Advances in Reproduction and Regulation of Fertility held in New Delhi, India, October 24-28, 1978.